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Abstract—Research in multilingual speech recognition has
shown that current speech recognition technology generalizes
across different languages, and that similar modeling assumptions
hold, provided that linguistic knowledge (e.g., phone inventory,
pronunciation dictionary, etc.) and transcribed speech data are
available for the target language. Linguists make a very conservative estimate that 4000 languages are spoken today in the
world, and in many of these languages, very limited linguistic
knowledge and speech data/resources are available. Rapid transition to a new target language becomes a practical concern
within the concept of tiered resources (e.g., different amounts of
acoustically matched/mismatched data). In this paper, we present
our research efforts towards multilingual spoken information
retrieval with limitations in acoustic training data. We propose
different retrieval algorithms to leverage existing resources from
resource-rich languages as well as the target language. Proposed
algorithms employ confusion-embedded hybrid pronunciation
networks, and lattice-based phonetic search within a proper
name retrieval task. We use Latin-American Spanish as the
target language by intentionally limiting available resources for
this language. After searching for queries consisting of Spanish
proper names in Spanish Broadcast News data, we demonstrate
that retrieval performance degradations (due to data sparseness
during automatic speech recognition (ASR) deployment in the
target language) are compensated by employing English acoustic
models. It is shown that the proposed algorithms for developing
rapid transition of rich languages to underrepresented languages
are able to achieve comparable retrieval performance using 25%
of the available training data.
Index Terms—Hybrid pronunciation, limited resource languages, multi-lingual speech systems, robust automatic speech
recognition, spoken document retrieval, weighted parallel lattice
search.
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I. INTRODUCTION

M

ULTILINGUAL information search in audio recordings
(e.g., audio broadcasts, archives from digital libraries,
meetings, audio content on the internet, etc.) is expanding at
an increasing rate as more audio data becomes available in
different languages. In many of these languages, data sparseness is an important issue since the available training material
(e.g., audio and text) needed to train ASR systems, generally
speaking, is limited and diverse (e.g., different recording conditions, speaking styles, accents/dialects, etc.). In addition to
this, there is limited automatic transcription support and few
linguists are experienced, leading to a considerable shortfall
in transcription and/or lexicon creation efforts. When these
limited-resource languages become high-interest languages
(e.g., military applications, or rescue applications abroad), it is
important to build speech systems rapidly with tiered resources
[1], [2]. For example, when a natural disaster takes place in a
country where the spoken language has limited resources, rapid
development of audio search applications might become crucial
as these applications can be used to find important portions
of local broadcast news that need to be translated to foreign
rescue teams. Rapid transition of resource-rich language-based
automatic speech recognition systems to new dialects of the
same language is also of significant interest to the research field
[3]. Being able to build a system with the available resources
(both limited resources from the target language and existing
resources from other resource-rich languages) requires an
understanding of how these different knowledge sources can be
leveraged in an audio search application.
Large-vocabulary multilingual speech recognition has been
an area of intensive work at many research centers (e.g., [4]–[6])
for resource-rich languages such as English, German, French,
Spanish, etc. where there are linguistic knowledge and text resources for language modeling and lexicon construction, as well
as sufficient training data to train acoustic models. These studies
employ an initial bootstrapping step to align acoustic data with

1For larger SIR applications where the query contains multiple keywords to
represent a topic to be searched, it has been shown that the relationship between
ASR performance and SIR performance is not linear mainly because not all
query terms are of same importance during search (e.g., stop words), and there
is some semantic dependency in the query formulation making it possible to
recover some ASR errors by employing query-expansion methods. In this paper,
we consider the impact of ASR errors on SIR performance still a major issue
because the SIR application we focus on is term (more specifically proper name)
retrieval, making the ASR and SIR performances more correlated.
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the text provided in the target language using the source language acoustic models mapped via either knowledge-based [4],
[5] or data-driven based [7]–[11] phone mapping. Depending
on the available amount of aligned speech data in the target language, source language acoustic models are adapted towards
the mapped target language acoustic models, or target language
acoustic models are directly trained. Spoken information retrieval (SIR) for these languages is not a major challenge since
they achieve reasonable performance at the recognition level.
When resources are limited in a target language (e.g., Dari,
Pashto, Somalian, etc.), the text hypothesis of the automatic
speech recognizer becomes more erroneous and this has a major
impact on the performance of spoken information retrieval.1 Existing retrieval methods employ language dependent representations, and they do not provide a formal solution that employs existing acoustic knowledge from resource-rich languages along
with the limited acoustic knowledge in the target language to
have robust retrieval in the target language.
For resource-rich languages, the main sources of errors
during recognition are changing acoustic conditions, different
speaking styles/stress/emotion [13], speaker traits (e.g., accent
[14], dialect [15], whisper/shouted [16]), and others.2 The
problem of searching for spoken information through a noisy
audio stream has been considered in previous studies for English [19], [20]. In some studies such as [21] and [22], the search
is done through the recognition lattice or N-best list rather than
being applied to 1-best word strings by considering the fact that
the lattice structure provides additional information where the
correct hypothesis could appear.
For the purpose of searching for out-of-vocabulary (OOV)
words, and misrecognized in-vocabulary (In-Vocab) words as
well, sub-word (e.g., syllable, n-grams of phones, etc.) based
SIR has been employed in many systems [25]–[27]. Although
shorter units are capable of representing OOV words, longer
units capture more discriminative information, and compared
to shorter units are less susceptible to false matches during
retrieval. In order to move towards solutions that address the
problem of misrecognition (both In-Vocab word and OOV
word errors) during SIR, previous studies have employed fusion methods [21], [22], [28], [29] to recover from recognition
errors during retrieval, but at the same time to keep false alarm
rates low. In these methods, fusion weights3 for word based
and subword based retrieval systems are optimized for specific
tasks. More importantly, these methods do not fully benefit
from subword-based retrieval due to the fact that fusion weights
are optimized globally over all documents, and test data might
be acoustically heterogeneous. Results from these studies show
small improvements over word-based-only retrieval approaches
as the number of documents increases. In [30] and [31], an
error correction scheme at the phone level was implemented via
a confusion matrix, and phonetic retrieval based on the probabilistic formulation of term weighting using phone confusion
data presented.
2Here, we consider all these sources of errors as noise within the context of
speech recognition.
3Fusion means system combination where individual system scores are
weighted and summed to output a single retrieval score.
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Here, we will present our solution to the problem of multilingual spoken information retrieval with tiered resources,
knowing that there will be high error rates during recognition.
Different tiers might result from changing lexicon coverage4
(poor coverage at the beginning, with an evolving lexicon as
more resources are employed to obtain better coverage), or
data sparseness or mismatch during acoustic model training.
In recent studies, multilingual information retrieval systems,
in the form of spoken term detection, are deployed [12]–[18]
in different languages such as Arabic, Chinese, and Turkish,
but these studies do not focus on data sparseness and language leveraging since there are enough resources for these
languages. In this paper, we focus exclusively on the problem
of data sparseness during acoustic model training in the target
language. We consider this problem as language leveraging
where acoustic knowledge from source and target languages is
leveraged at the retrieval level by modeling inter-language phonetic confusions as well as intra-language phonetic confusions.
Inter-language confusions are used to decrease the language
mismatch problem by capturing acoustic similarities between
source and target languages, whereas the intra-language confusions are used to decrease the impact of less-accurate acoustic
models resulting from data sparseness during acoustic model
training in the target language. Although the main focus of this
paper is on language leveraging, we present a discussion on
the applicability of the proposed algorithms on other acoustic
leveraging problems in Sections II and VI. In the algorithm
formulation, we perform recognition and retrieval at the phone
level using different representations: source language phones,
target language phones, and broad-class phones, and generate
lattices for each utterance. Utterance lattices are indexed via
weighted finite state transducers (WFSTs) as explained in [22].
We consider the system employing decision fusion with fixed
weights as our baseline system. We propose two novel retrieval
algorithms. In the first algorithm, we use query-dependent
dynamic weights during decision fusion. These weights show
how well the pronunciation in the target language is represented
with a given representation. Our second algorithm searches for
a multilingual hybrid pronunciation network through a hybrid
lattice where all representations coexist. In comparison to the
former two, in this scheme language leveraging (or fusion) is
done at the phone level rather than at the query level during
retrieval.
This paper is organized as follows: In Section II, we introduce the concept of tiered resources with sample scenarios towards which the proposed algorithms can be applied. We consider language leveraging as a specific case of acoustic leveraging where the goal is to use acoustically different knowledge
sources (e.g., acoustic models trained on different acoustic conditions, in this paper different languages) at the search level to do
fusion-based or hybrid-based spoken information retrieval. In
Section III, we present our formulation of several retrieval algorithms using multilingual pronunciation representations. Recognition results and evaluation of the proposed retrieval algorithms
for Latin-American Spanish are presented in Section IV. It is im4Lexical variation over time (e.g., 1890s to present) for resource-rich languages are out of the scope of this paper [19].
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Fig. 1. Scenarios for different tiered structures constructed according to the available data size in different (a) acoustic conditions, (b) speaking styles, or (c)
spoken languages. Bottom slices in the pyramids correspond to type of data which is more in quantity but might be a poor fit to the acoustic condition of the task
(corresponding to one of the higher tiers).

portant to note that sufficient resources clearly exist for Spanish
based ASR development. Our goal here is to intentionally limit
the available resources to see what performance can be achieved
as further data/resources are made available. Discussion and
future work are presented in Section V, with conclusions presented in Section VI.
II. TIERED RESOURCES
Speech recognition technology is based on statistical pattern
recognition methods that require a training phase to generate
statistical models to represent acoustic events. The accuracy of
these acoustic models will depend on the quality/level of the
transcription, and also the amount of available training data. The
level of transcription depends on the linguistic knowledge which
includes the set of acoustic units used for recognition/transcription, pronunciation dictionary, and the qualifications of the transcriber (e.g., being a speaker of the language or dialect, being
a linguist, having linguistic background in languages similar
to the target language, etc.). Data resources include available
speech data for acoustic model training, transcription text, and
text for language model training.
Performance of a multilingual speech application will depend
on the availability and accuracy/quality of these resources. For
example, errors in transcription (e.g., the wrong phone or word)
introduce a major outlier in HMM training. Token weighting
[23], and bias normalization [24] have been shown to reduce this
impact. Here, we consider this concept as a “tiered structure”
in a new target language since accuracy/quality and amount of
available resources will be variable. Within this concept, different tiers will correspond to different operating (recognition
and retrieval) performances. It is crucial to develop algorithms
that work robustly across tiers, and to provide solutions to compensate for performance differences by using other knowledge
sources when the system moves from one tier to a lower tier.
We realize that there might be different scenarios, as shown in
Fig. 1, depending on what criteria (e.g., different amounts of
data in multiple acoustic conditions) is used to construct the
tiers. In this paper, we construct different tiers by using different
amounts of training data from the source and target language
as shown in Fig. 1(c). Our main focus is the case where very
limited amount of training data (e.g., speech data with sentence
transcriptions) is available in the target language. However, in
our algorithm development we provide sufficient flexibility to
easily move towards an alternative scenario [e.g., leveraging resources from different acoustic conditions, Fig. 1(a), or leveraging resources from different speaking styles, Fig. 1(c)] which

allows the same framework to be used as well. It will be easier
to make this generalization if language leveraging is considered
as a specific case of acoustic leveraging in general. After presenting proposed algorithms and evaluating them on language
leveraging for retrieval, Fig. 1(c), we will have a discussion on
applying the proposed algorithms on other acoustic leveraging
scenarios in Section V.
III. ALGORITHM DEVELOPMENT
As mentioned before, our research goal is to focus on spoken
information retrieval applications in limited-resource target languages, and to leverage information between resource-rich languages and the target language to compensate performance differences between different tiers (different amounts of training
data) in the target language. We refer to this as language leveraging or fusion which can be considered as a specific case of
acoustic leveraging in general. The following subsections provide the details on system development towards language leveraging for a retrieval task.
We propose three algorithms.5 In the baseline algorithm,
we present the system components that include: multilingual
acoustic model training and phone recognition for a new target
language, finite-state transducer (FST) based lattice indexing
and search, confusion-network based pronunciation representation, and decision fusion. In the baseline system, we employ
different retrieval systems with different language-dependent
representations, and merge the retrieval results. In the second
algorithm, we merge the retrieval systems’ outputs in a dynamic fashion where the fusion weights depend on the query
pronunciation. In other words, we employ query-dependent
dynamic weights during decision fusion. In our third algorithm,
instead of merging language-dependent system outputs, we
employ multilingual hybrid representations to represent query
pronunciation and spoken documents.
A. Algorithm

—Weighted Parallel Lattice-Based Search

This algorithm can be considered as our baseline system.
Here, we present system components such as acoustic model
training and recognition, lattice indexing, phonetic confusion
networks, and decision fusion of language-dependent retrieval
systems.
1) Acoustic Model Training and Sub-Word Unit Recognition:
We employed a multilingual acoustic modeling approach that is
similar to the previously proposed methods ([4]–[6]) to port an
5The

first algorithm is considered as our baseline system.
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English based ASR system to a new language.6 In our system,
knowledge-based (e.g., IPA mapping [32]) and data-driven (e.g.,
confusion or phonetic distance based) phone mapping are employed consecutively during bootstrapping and iterative training
steps.
Initial Spanish7 acoustic models are trained using the alignment generated with IPA-mapped English phone models. Next,
these initial Spanish acoustic models are used in the alignment
step. This procedure is repeated until the phone recognition error
rate (PER) converges to a minimum. In our experiments, five
iterations are used. Spanish alignments from the final alignment step are used to generate confusion-based phone mapping by running recognition on the Spanish training set with
English acoustic models. Most frequent phone confusion pairs
are used as mapping. This data-driven phone mapping is used
during bootstrapping and iterative alignment/training steps. Performance improvements obtained by using knowledge-based
and data-driven phone mappings consecutively are presented in
Section VI.
We perform recognition at the phone level using source
language phone models (adapted via maximum-likelihood
linear regression-based adaptation to have better-matching
acoustic models to the target language), target language phone
models, and language-independent broad-class phone models
(e.g., vowel, nasal, glide, etc.) with voicing/un-voicing (v/u)
distinction, and generate lattices for each utterance. Parallel
phonetic recognizers represent different tiers which need to be
leveraged to obtain optimal retrieval performance.
We assume that recognition at the word level is not feasible
due to a lack of resources (e.g., text data for language model
training, pronunciation dictionary with a good coverage) for
acoustic and language model training for a limited-resource language. To be able to observe an upper-bound on performance
levels and to make comparisons with phonetic-based retrieval
approaches, we also provide word-based recognition and retrieval results in Section VI by using all available Spanish audio
and text to build a Spanish word recognizer and word-based retrieval engine.
2) Lattice and Query Indexing via Weighted Finite-State
Transducers: As we mentioned before, state-of-the-art audio
search systems employ lattice-based search to lower the impact
of recognition errors on retrieval performance by considering
the fact that the recognition lattice provides additional information where the correct hypothesis could appear. In our system,
we implemented the lattice-based indexing and search scheme
presented in [22] using AT&T’s Finite State Machine (FSM)
Toolkit [33].
Lattice output of the phone recognizer for each speech utterance
is considered as automata where the
path weights correspond to joint probabilities. General weightpushing algorithm in the log semiring is applied to this automata
to convert these weights to the desired (negative log of) posterior probabilities, more generally log-likelihoods as done in
[22]. From this weighted automaton, we create unique initial
and final states, and also create two different types of transitions: 1) a transition from the new initial state to every existing
6Different from these studies, data sharing in a joint acoustic model training
fashion is not employed since it is not the focus of this paper.
7Spanish and English are considered as target and source languages, respectively.
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state with epsilon input/output labels and weights being negative-log of forward probability to reach the existing state; and 2)
a transition from every existing state to new final state with epsilon input label, utterance ID number as the output label, and
weights being the negative-log of the backward probability to
reach the final state. To summarize, except the final transitions in
transducer , input symbols are the phone labels, and the output
symbols are epsilons, with transducer probabilities. In the final
transitions, the input symbol is epsilon and the output symbol
is with transition probability equal to 1. Transducer index
is constructed by taking the union of all utterance transducers
. The response to a query is computed using
the general algorithm of composition of weighted transducers
[34]:
(1)
is the pronunciation network for the query , and is represented as a transducer with inter-language and/or intra-language
phonetic confusions.
is the list of all utterance indices and
their corresponding log likelihoods of containing query . Applying the operator
to this list gives the log likelihood of
having query in utterance .
3) Embedding Confusion Pairs Into the Query: We use a
previously proposed approach [30], [31], namely phonetic confusion modeling, to mimic recognition errors in our query formulation. This is similar to a lattice-based indexing approach
where we have alternative document representations, except this
time we also consider alternative representations on the query
side. We try to introduce confusion patterns in our query representation so that we can match queries in the recognition lattice. In other words, we try to mimic recognition errors in the
query representation to decrease the impact of language mismatch (resulting from using source language acoustic models on
the target-language audio documents) and also to decrease the
impact of using less-accurate target-language acoustic models
(resulting from having sparse training data). Different from the
previous work on phonetic-confusion modeling, in addition to
modeling intra-language phonetic confusions, we also model
inter-language phonetic confusions as well, since our motivation
is to effectively leverage the source and target language knowledge sources at the retrieval level.
Depending on how much audio data is available, different
methods can be used to calculate confusion pair probabilities
by using either data-driven approaches or linguistically motivated approaches, or both. In the query representation, instead
of rule-based phone mappings, we use data-driven phone mappings, which also allows us to construct probablistic query representations using transducers. For the source language, we can
perform a recognition test where we use trained acoustic models
on a development test set to calculate the phonetic confusion
matrix. Here, we use the TIMIT [35] database for this purpose
since TIMIT is phonetically transcribed. Since there is a sufficient amount of audio data, we can calculate class-context-based
trigram confusion probabilities such as the probability of English phone AE being recognized as AX when it is followed by
the phone class STOP and preceded by the phone class FRICATIVE, which is represented as
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For the target language, the phonetic confusion matrix generated in the same way would not be reliable since the confusion statistics would be calculated from a small amount of data.
To overcome this problem, a confusion matrix in the target language can inherit confusion statistics from the source language
in two ways:
• Source language confusion matrix entries where confusable phone pairs exist in the target language are mapped to
the target language using the phone mapping developed in
Section III–A1.
• Confusion statistics are inherited at the class level from
the source language by using the classes from phonetic
decision-tree questions8 (e.g., is the phone on the right
of the current phone a vowel?) which are used in ASR
during acoustic model training. Target language phones not
having a mapped source language phone share the confusion probability with a same phonetic class (e.g., alveolar-stop) target language phone.
The resulting confusion matrix in the target language is normalized to have row values that sum to 1. Occurrence probabilities (e.g., unigram probabilities) of the target language phones
can be used to scale confusion probabilities, but the impact of
this kind of approach on the final retrieval metric is not significant since there is already enough redundancy in the query
representation. In the following sections, we will denote the
, and
resulting pronunciation network for the query as
denote the resulting lattice index as
, respectively, for the
th representation. Here, refers to the index of the recognizer
(e.g.,
is source language phone recognizer,
is
target language phone recognizer,
is language-independent broad-class phone recognizer) among all parallel recognizers.
4) Decision Fusion: We form a new retrieval score by linearly combining the individual retrieval scores obtained from
different representations:

(2)
is a tunable weight parameter.9 In our experiments,
where
is set to 3, since we use three sets of representations. The optimum value for the weight parameter is found by performing
retrieval tasks on a development set. In the baseline algorithm,
the
values are fixed for every query.
B. Algorithm —Dynamically Weighted Parallel
Lattice-Based Search
Within the concept of tiered resources, we consider the fact
that depending on the reference pronunciation of a query,
values might be optimum in the global sense, but not locally.
8Decision tree questions are used in acoustic model training. Since there is
not enough training data to model context-dependent phones separately, these
phones are clustered using decision trees and the resulting cluster of phones are
modeled jointly.
9A broad-class (BC) representation has lower weight since it provides less
discriminative information during the retrieval task.

Fig. 2. Interpretation of similarity measure (k ) in (4).

In this algorithm, we dynamically change the weight values for
each query:

(3)
is a metric that shows how well the th acoustic unit
where
set represents the reference pronunciation of the query word .
To be able to define this mathematically, we use the following
definition:

(4)
where
is the optimum value assigned in Algorithm
is the number of phones in the reference query pronunciation,
is a parameter used to take linguistic similarity (in adand
dition to acoustic similarity calculated on real data) between
phones into consideration. Depending on which representation
the
weights are calculated for,
can be interpreted as a
similarity measure (e.g., first representation where source language phones are used during recognition) or a model confidence measure (e.g., second representation where target language phones are used during recognition) for the th phone in
query . In Fig. 2, the similarity measure,
, is shown when
the source-language phone representation is used for the query
. Here, we employ phone recognition accuracy (PRA) to assign values to
.
• When we decode the target language development test set
with the source language acoustic models, PRA represents
the similarity measure between the target language phone
( th phone in ) and its mapped entry in the source language phone-set.
• When we decode the target language development test set
with the target language acoustic models, PRA represents
the model confidence measure for the target language
acoustic model corresponding to the th phone in query .
in (4) is set equal to either 0.5 or 1.0 depending on whether
the mapping shares the same IPA symbol or not, respectively.
In this way, we consider the linguistic similarity between the
phones in addition to the acoustic similarity. The power terms
0.5 and 1.0 are not the optimized values to get the best retrieval
performance, in other words these values are not tuned using a
development set. Here, we want to emphasize the fact that both
linguistic and acoustic similarities are being used in our system.
When
is calculated for the second representation,
has
the value 0.5 for every since the pronunciation is represented
with the same set of phones. Using
, we quantify how well
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TABLE I
PHONE ERROR RATES (PERS) (%) FOR LATINO-40 AND SPANISH BROADCAST
NEWS TASKS USING DIFFERENT ACOUSTIC MODELS

IV. EVALUATIONS

Fig. 3. Hybrid pronunciation construction.

the given target language pronunciation is represented with different acoustic model sets. This helps to weight our retrieval
results dynamically based on the query pronunciation.
C. Algorithm —Lattice-Based Search via Hybrid
Pronunciation Networks
In this algorithm, we construct a hybrid representation for
the recognition lattice and the query pronunciation. In other
words, the recognition lattice and the query pronunciation network contain source language phones, target language phones,
and broad-class phones at the same time.
In this method, we employed interpolated phone n-gram language models to merge language dependent language models
by using 3-gram context. We do it using a class based language
model since the recognition units are different. The amount of
language model training data is always the same as what we
used for acoustic model training:

(5)
In (5), the hybrid pronunciation network
is a union
of the three weighted pronunciation transducers. Each node of
the pronunciation network is weighted with the corresponding
as shown in Fig. 3. In this hybrid pronunciation network, transitions between different representations are allowed
although not shown in Fig. 3. Here,
can be considered as
a vector consisting of
values with indexing across the
phones in the reference query:
(6)
The resulting retrieval score is calculated by applying the operator to the composition of
and
:
(7)
Next, we consider the evaluation of the three proposed algorithms.

To demonstrate performance for the proposed algorithms, we
used Spanish as the target language, and focus on a proper name
retrieval task within the broadcast news domain. While other
languages (e.g., Dari, Pashto, Somalian, etc.) are possible, we
select Spanish to be able to intentionally limit the available resources to assess the potential performance improvement which
could be achieved as further data/resources are available. In
other words, we could select the tier level of resources (e.g.,
amount of training data) of interest for the algorithms.
The acoustic model development was based on the Latino-40
database [35] with the aid of English Wall Street Journal
(WSJ) acoustic models via bootstrapping as explained in
Section 3-A1. The Latino-40 comprises 5000 utterances, with
125 utterances from each of 40 different speakers (20 male, 20
female). We trained two continuous density, context dependent
(CD), gender dependent (GD) Latino-40 models using data first
from 36 speakers, and a second from ten speakers for training:
and
, respectively. We performed phone
recognition experiments on two test sets: 1)
hour of speech (four speakers, open set) from Latino-40; and
hour of speech from Spanish Broadcast
2)
News (SPN-BN). We note that the Spanish Broadcast News
(SPN-BN) corpus is held out and employed only for recognition and retrieval experiments rather than being used for
acoustic model training. As can be seen in Table I, four sets
of acoustic models are used during phone recognition experand
, where
iments:
SPN, ENG, and BC subscripts are used to denote Spanish,
English, and broad-class phone acoustic models, respectively.
are used
When English (ENG) acoustic models
or
during recognition, depending on the test set (
), either English WSJ (ENG-WSJ) models or
ENG Broadcast News (ENG-BN) models, respectively, are
adapted via maximum-likelihood linear regression (MLLR)
using a single class transformation. Spanish acoustic models
are adapted via MLLR as well during recognition experiment:
.
are language-independent broad-class
acoustic models. We used ten broad classes (e.g., vowel, nasal,
glide, liquid, plosive (v/u), affricates (v/u), fricative (v/u))
with voicing/un-voicing (v/u) distinction. In all experiments,
we used 3-gram phone language models that are trained from
Latino-40 phone transcripts and mapped phone transcripts.
During Algorithm , interpolated language models are employed by using a phone mapping table as class information.
As can be seen in Table I, there is a 21% (from 18.4% to
23.2%) and 26% (from 31.8% to 38.7%) relative increase in
is used instead of
on Spanish
PER when
Latino-40 and Spanish Broadcast News testsets, respectively.
As expected, the performance of English acoustic models
on Spanish recordings is not very good (e.g., 54.2%
when English WSJ models are used to recognize Spanish
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TABLE II
DESCRIPTION OF DOCUMENT AND QUERY SETS IN SPANISH BN

TABLE III
SIR PERFORMANCE IN BROADCAST NEWS DOMAIN

the annotations are provided by LDC, during our retrieval experiments. Pronunciation for these proper names are generated
via letter-to-sound (LTS) rules that are trained using a pronunciation dictionary of 5000 Spanish words from the Spanish Callhome project [35]. For other target languages having more LTS
rules than Spanish has, it might be more critical to do a careful
manual check for the query pronunciations.
Fig. 4 shows the precision-recall curves for proposed algorithms. In Tables III and IV, in addition to average precision
values, we also compute the F-measure defined in terms of precision and recall10 values:
F-measure

TABLE IV
SIR PERFORMANCE VIA PROPOSED ALGORITHMS
;
AND
USING

AM

AM

Fig. 4. Precision versus recall curves for
and proposed algorithms.

AM

AM

and

AM

systems,

broadcast news documents). On the same testset, the perforis much higher (e.g., 31.8% versus 23.1%)
mance of
yields mainly due to a reduced number
than the one
of acoustic units to be recognized during broad-class phone
recognition.
Based on SPN-BN transcripts, we segmented the audio data
into shorter utterances where the gender information is provided
so that gender dependent acoustic models can be used during decoding. Utterances shorter than 2 s, and any that include overlapping speaker segments and music/filler/commercial portions
are discarded during search to set any environmental acoustic
mismatch problems aside. At the end, we have 5k utterances
worth of search material.
As can be seen in Table II, we use 100 queries (variable
lengths from 6 to 14 phones) that are proper names, for which

Precision Recall
Precision Recall

(8)

As shown in Tables III, IV, and in Fig. 4, the spoken information retrieval system trained using a small amount of training
material from the target language, yields performance close to
model which is fully trained on Spanish by using
the
and
Algorithm with acoustic models
. A key observation here is that similar max-F and average precision values are obtained using 75% less acoustic data
from the target language (average precision of 26.7% and max-F
value of 29.2% in Table III versus average precision of 26.1%
and max-F value of 28.3% in Table IV). Another observation
is that Algorithm improves the baseline system (Algorithm
) by around 2% absolute in terms of the max-F measure. Another promising result is that the Max-F metric is improved
from 29.2% to 32.6% when algorithm is used to leverage sysand
. These imtems using acoustic models
provements are statistically significant (for Wilcoxon signedranks test on the pair of retrieval results using the difference
. With the same
of max-F values of all queries) with
statistical significance testing procedure, when we compare the
proposed algorithms, we observe that they are statistically different from each other.
We also checked how well the system fusion weights genand . For
eralize from dev-set to test-set for Algorithm
Algorithm , the parameter space is too large, since weights
are not at the query level but instead are at the phone level,
and these weights are used to do system fusion in a hybrid
fashion, rather than at the system output level. For Algorithm
, although query-specific weights are dynamically calculated
from the phone-level weights, we can still re-optimize the query
weights on the test-set since fusion is done at the system output
level. We ran a brute-force search, and observed that optimum
weights on the test-set produced an overall relative improvement
of 1.39% and 4.82% on Max-F scores (compared to results obtained with the weights optimized on the dev-set) for Algorithm
and , respectively. Both values for the relative improvement
are less than 5%, and we can conclude that weights are well generalized between dev-set and test-set.
To see the upper bound on the retrieval performance, we deployed a word-based Spanish retrieval system assuming that we
have enough training material to train acoustic and language
models for a Spanish LVCSR system. An initial pronunciation
lexicon (approx. 45k words) was obtained from the Callhome
10Precision rate is the percentage of retrieved material actually relevant. Average precision is calculated by averaging the precision values over queries.
Recall rate is the percentage of relevant material actually retrieved.
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Spanish lexicon [35]. During our experiments, we used a larger
lexicon (approx. 51k words) with an additional most frequently
occurring 5k words from the Spn-BN corpus, and all query
words that are used in retrieval experiments. In other words,
OOV rate for the query words is zero. We used the Spanish
letter-to-sound rules to generate pronunciations for these addilanguage models at the word
tional words. N-gram
level were trained using Spanish Newswire Text corpus [35]
consisting of 5 Million words. 2-grams and 3-grams occurring
less than 4 times are pruned during N-gram counting. Sentences
having high OOV rates (in our experiments sentences with more
than 40% OOV rate) are also discarded in our language model
training to prevent spelling errors, as well as high unigram probability for the generic OOV word UNK. During word recognition, we also apply single-class MLLR adaptation. Word error
rate was calculated as 29.31% and 26.83 for 1-best and oracle,
respectively, on the SPN-BN test data which is used in our previous recognition and retrieval experiments above.
Next, word lattices are converted into word-confusion networks using the SRI Language Modeling toolkit [42], and a
word index table is created with corresponding time locations
and word posterior probabilities. An offset value of 0.5 seconds
is used since the word aligment information that the ASR produces might be slightly off. On the same set of queries, a Max-F
value of 36.4% is obtained by using word-based retrieval. Wordbased retrieval performance is not as high as it would be expected to be since the queries being searched are proper names
and are not represented well in the language model and this results in low ASR performance, and accordingly retrieval performance, for these queries.
V. DISCUSSION
During algorithm evaluations, the main goal was to find
efficient algorithms to solve the problem of data sparseness:
How can we achieve similar performance using less acoustic
data? Our proposed algorithms provide sufficient flexibility to
leverage different transcription tiers at the search level.
Although retrieval performance rates are low due to the fact
that only phones are used during retrieval, this knowledge can
be used appropriately to either reject low probability streams, or
provide further confidence using combined systems. It should be
noted that in a potential bilingual SIR application (e.g., proper
names from Somalian appear in English audio documents), results from word-based retrieval for the source language and
results from phonetic retrieval for the target language can be
merged to achieve higher performance rates.
During our algorithm formulation, we did not make any assumption about the query term being a proper name or not.
In other words, the proposed algorithms can be applied to any
spoken term retrieval task. However, the upper-bound performance which is considered as the word-based system will be
higher due to better modeling of frequent terms with the limited amount of language model training data during word-based
recognition. This is why we specifically focused on proper name
retrieval in this study, and we proposed algorithms that employ phonetic recognition and retrieval, since for proper names
word-based systems are not feasible with limited amounts of
training data.
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Future work could focus on evaluating the existing framework in other languages, especially ones having far less acoustic
overlap with the English acoustic space. Finding a correlation
between the degree of acoustic overlap and retrieval performance improvement would be important to estimate how much
resource/effort is needed to achieve a desirable performance
in the target language. This would be useful when resources
from multiple resource-rich languages (e.g., English, French,
German, etc.) are leveraged with the resources from a target
language. In addition to the level of acoustic similarity between
target and source languages, complexity in letter-to-sound rules
in the target language is also an important factor for building
proper name retrieval applications where proper names are
most likely not in the pronunciation lexicon. In this paper, this
problem is minimized since Spanish has a shallow orthography.
As part of future work, we also plan to look at different tiers
as the pronunciation dictionary in the target language evolves
(from poor-coverage towards good-coverage) during time,
making it feasible to run word-based recognition and retrieval.
One approach would be to employ word-based and phone-based
systems in a parallel or hybrid fashion (where the recognition
system outputs words and phones during decoding).
Although the proposed algorithms are shown to be effective solutions to remove/decrease the impact of language variation, they could also be employed to remove/decrease the impact of dialect variation (e.g., transition from one dialect to another where limited resources exist), accent (e.g., English documents spoken by non-native speakers), acoustic environment
variation (e.g., leverage acoustic knowledge from microphone
speech data with the one from limited amount of broadcast news
data), speaker traits (e.g., rapid transition from read speech to
spontaneous speech).
VI. CONCLUSION
In this study, we described the structure and development
process of a multilingual speech application using tiered resources. We performed experiments for the task of spoken
information retrieval in a Spanish Broadcast News domain.
Novel aspects include generating a lattice using adapted English
phones and broad-class phones, and Spanish phones trained
from a limited amount of training data. The pronunciation for
the query word is represented with a weighted transducer, in
which confusable pronunciations are embedded. The current
system achieved performance close to that of a fully trained
Spanish system (trained on speech data from 36 speakers)
using only 25% of all the speech data available from the target
language. Given the time required and expense incurred in collection and transcription of audio materials for new languages,
the proposed framework represents an important step towards
rapid transition of spoken information retrieval systems to new
languages with limited resources.
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